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FOR THOSE OF YOU
WHO DIDN'T RACE
SMALL CHILDREN TO
THE THEATER THIS
WEEKEND. WE HAVE
YOUR COMPLETE "TOY
STORY 3" REVIEW. SEE
PULSE PAGE 4 FOR
DETAILS
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Faculty and administration reach agreement
By Max Fi'by
Reporter

The University administration
and the Faculty Association
reached an agreement on the
collective bargaining issue on
June 17, prior to a scheduled
hearing in Columbus.
Collective bargaining willallow
faculty members to provide more

input toward salary benefits and
class sizes.
Instead of holding a hearing
in Columbus, both sides entered
into negotiations and the administration agreed for the potential
bargaining unit to include all full
time faculty members.
"Its no longer a debate," said
David lackson, president of the
Faculty Association. "The proce-

David
Jackson
President of
Faculty
Association

dures and discussions are over
and we set a date for the election."
The administration and

Faculty Association selected
September 28 through October
12 as the time period for the election on collective bargaining,
according to a statement made
by the Faculty Association. Full
time faculty members will vote
via a secret mail ballot and must
return their vote to the State
Employment Relations Board by
the election deadline.

"Collective bargaining is not a
miracle solution, but it will definitely help us to listen to and
understand our colleagues better," lackson said.
In preparation for campaigning, the Faculty Association will
be compiling reasons why they
believe collective bargaining is
beneficial. Faculty Association
members will campaign this fall

by distributing flyers, posters and
giving speeches in favor of collective bargaining.
"We are going to do anything
we can to reach the 800 plus faculty members," lackson said.
The Faculty Association is
also currently working on two
SeeFACUlTY|Page2

University books new
dean for library
Kay

ByZachGuc
Reporter

The University has named
Kay Flowers as its new Dean of
University Libraries.
A native of Houston, Flowers
has spent over 30 years working
for university libraries including a 20-year tenure at her alma
mater Rice University, and a
12-year stint at her most recent
place of employment, Idaho State
University.
Flowers said she was interested
in Bowling Green because she has
family in Oh ioand was familiar with
the University's good reputation.
"It's a little bigger than ISU,"
Flowers said. "The library is bigger and is better funded than ISU,
so I thought there might be some
opportunities that I have not been
able to pursue here in Idaho|."
Flowers said that she found out
about the job through an e-mail
list search, and Bowling Green
appeared on her mailing list.
One of the main points that
sold Flowers on Bowling Green,

Many realist art forms can be found
in Elmore's Schedel Gardens
By Bobby W.ddk

Reporter
People looking for an eye-popping experience will find it at
Elmore, Ohio's Schedel Gardens, where man-made art and
natural beauty are blended together by a team of gardeners
along with citizens from the surrounding communities.
Several University graduates are among those who have
produced artwork in the form of paintings, drawings and
sculptures as part of an ongoing relationship the gardens
have with the University and its School of Fine Arts.
Garden events coordinator Veronica Sheets praised the
"talented local artists" who have contributed to the gardens.
"|The art and gardensl seem to fit in so well together,"
Sheets said.
School of Fine Arts professor Dennis Wojtkiewicz agreed.
"The artwork helps to elevate the gardens and the gardens
help to elevate the artwork," Wojtkiewicz said. "It's a beautiful relationship."
Wojtkiewicz, Philip lackson, Paul Laleunesse, Jason Lewis
and Christopher Ryan are presenting the "Point of Departure:
Five Contemporary Realists" exhibit at the gardens from
June 6 through July 31. Lewis is a professional exhibitionist
in Pennsylvania and lackson, Laleunesse and Ryan teach at
the University of Mississippi, Western Oregon University and
Hiram College.
Each received their Masters of Fine Art at BGSU and had
Wojtkiewicz as a teacher, influencing his decision to ask for
their participation.
"There's a certain kind of precision in their work, kind of

OREG

University Libraries

was the University's emphasis on
the first year experience.
"I feel it's very important to give
freshman a very good start in college," Flowers said. "I was very
excited to see that."
Idaho State University Library
assistant Sue Roth said that working with Flowers wasagreat experience for her. Roth also said that
Flowers' experience working at
Idaho State will make her a valuable asset to Bowling Green.
Flowers will also be a great
asset to (he people she works with
because of her leadership capabilities, Roth said.
Former Vice President of
Academic Affairs at Idaho State
See LIBRARY I Page 2

CAMPUS BRIEF
USG passes print
responsibly resolution
ART IN NATURE: University graduate Manny Enriquez. puts the finishing touches
on a stone sculpture known as "Flamenco Dancers" The sculpture is located in the back
of the Schedel Gardens right beside a pond. Enriquez has made two sculptures for
the Gardens as well as the Metamorphasis rock in from of the McFall Building on the
University's Campus.

an eye toward the craftsmanship in realist painting that 1
certainly appreciate," Wojtkiewicz said.
Wojtkiewicz said that realism is based upon creating
an illusion of the physical presence of the painted object,
which can range from food, plants, landscapes and still-life,
noting the familiarity of the objects make the exhibit accessible to a wide audience while leaving room for various
interpretations.
"You can appreciate the painting on other levels,"
See GARDENS | Page 2

CAMPUS

What's what at BG

Flowers
New Dean of

The Undergraduate Student
Government held their second summer
meeting on June 21 lo discuss resolutions
to the Print Responsibly program and the
upcoming tuition increase.
Print Responsibly is a program through
which the University will begin charging
students per punt, sometime during (he
2010-11 school year The 55 percent
tuition increase will be (he second increase
in two semesters.
USG voted and passed then resolution
to the Print Responsibly program. The resolution encourages the University to allow
students (o submit work online instead of
spending money by printing.
Chief financial officer Sheri Stoll was
also in attendance lo help explain the
necessity of a tuition increase.

SPORTS

After a brief e»planalion by Stoll. USG
discussed a rough draft of a resolution
to (he tuition increase. A final draft will
suggest alternative methods for raising
money, as opposed to a (union increase.
Melissa Hudson Nowak. director of
internal auditing, announced new parking
rules and addressed USG's concerns for
limited parking next fall.
Nowak has eliminated the current rule
that allows officers lo ticket sludents who
pull through spots, and plans to make all
lots free for anyone to park in at the same
time from now on
At (he closing of (he meeting, a new
cable company for University residence
halls was discussed
Time-Warner currently holds a contract
with (he University until 2012. A new
company mighl be used after the contract
runs out, depending on whelher s(uden(s
are willing (o exchange (he curren( movie
channel for premium channels like HBO
and Showtime.

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What are you most looking forward to about college?

Alumni event in the works

Falcons gear up for football

Not only is campus undergoing many

The University will be holding an event specifically

Fakon football coach Dave Clawson looks

changes. Orientation and Registration

for alumni, families and friends on order for them to

ahead at the upcoming season, and his chal-

JULIA BIDWELL
Freshman. Envionmental Hearth

has a new format this year. See photos

see the many changes happening on cmapus since

lenges of replacing past favorites with new

"Freedom." | Page 8

and read about the changes | Pag« 3

they graduated | Page 9

players | Page 6
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GARDEN

FRI JUNE 18
12:00 AM.
Luke Hennessy. 21. of Bowling
Green, was cited for discharging fireworks and Taylor
Hudson. 20. also of Bowling
Green, was cited for discharging fireworks and underage
under the influence of alcohol
within the 200 block of E.
Merry Ave
12:35 A.M.
Cory Adkins. 19, of Bowling Green,
was arrested on a warrant within the
^00 block of Colony Lane Rd.
1235 A.M.
Complainant reported mulch at
Kreischec Quadrangle was smoldering. An officer extinguished the
mulch,
12:56 A.M.
Subject was assaulted by an
unknown white male with long dark
hair, wearing a purple polo and
green pants, within the 200 block
ofN Main St.
203 A.M.
Justin Humphrey-Gainor. 28. of
Wauseon. Ohio, was arrested on
a failure to appear warrant for
sales to a minor and cited for
resisting arrest and criminal mischief within the 200 block of N.
Mam St
1009 A.M.
Complainant reported a Sony
CD player, worth $150. was
taken from their unlocked vehicle sometime between 5 and 10
a.m. within the 200 block of S.
Summit St.
1136 A.M.
Complainant reported two plastic
birdfeeders. valued at $25 total.
from their yard overnight within the
100 block of Eberly Ave.
3:02 P.M.
Richard Gerding. 77, of Bowling
Green, was cited for shoplifting
within the 1000 block of N. Mam
St.
4:08 P.M.
The back of the Dollar Tree building on N. Main St was spray painted overnight by unknown subject.
4:16 P.M.
Complainant at McFall Center
reported receiving harassing phone

4:28 P.M.
Complainant reported an unknown

was also found to have 20 active
warrants.

subject attempted to break into
their vehicle, causing $400 worth
of damage to the driver's side and
passenger side front doors within
the 500 block of N. Prospect St

From Page 1
Wojtkiewicz said. "If you have
an understanding of paint, you
could appreciate it as a peer."
Lewis believes that realism
offers a wealth of artistic possibilities.
"For me, realism is not just
about making an image that
looks believable," Lewis said. "A
realist artist uses all manners of
artistic devices to create images
that evoke the thoughts, moods
or feelings they wish to convey."
One mood conveyed is appreciation for the smaller details in
everyday objects, according to
lackson. He added that people
often become desensitized to
these objects because looking
at them is routine.
"Realism in general has to do
with getting someone to slow
down and look at what is in
front of them," lackson said.
"A painting of it is like a new
experience of looking. It's a way
to get the viewer connected in
another reality."
Ryan said that art students
could appreciate the types
of realism in the exhibit and
discover the various ways
that University graduates can
find inspiration "in the larger
world."

12:42 A.M.
Craig Dickman. 22. of Bowling
Green, received a civil citation for
disorderly conduct for urinating
m public within the 200 block of
Manville Ave.

11:30 P.M.
Resident within the 300 block of
Elm St. was warned for disorderly
conduct for loud music.

254 A.M.
Complainant reported sometime
between 9 p.m. and time of call the
windshield wipers were ripped off
their vehicle, causing a scratch to
the windshield. Damages estimated
at $200.

SAT JUNE 19
12:21 A.M.
Amber Adkins. 36, of Bowling
Green, was cited for criminal trespass within the 100 block of W.
Gypsy Lane Rd.
12:58 A.M.
James Lindsay. 41. of Jerry
City. Ohio, was cited for driving under suspension/FRA and
disorderly conduct while intoxicated within the 1200 block of
N. Main St.
1:05 A.M.
Resident within the 200 block of E.
Poe Rd. was warned for disorderly
conduct for loud music.
1:11 A.M.
Peter Kaepplinger. 49. of
Arlington Heights. Ill. was cited
for operating a vehicle under the
influence/refusal within the 200
block of Cnm St.

MONJUNE21
2:13 P.M.
Complainant within the 700 block
of E. Napoleon Rd reported
someone entered his apartment
and stole his laptop, valued at
$1600, on Friday.
2:38 P.M.
Complainant reported the brake
lines on his and another's vehicles
were punctured within the 500 lock
of S. College Sr.
8:03 A.M.
Complainant reported damage to
a parking meter post at Kreisher
Quadrangle.

1:31A.M.
Devm Bechstein. 22. of Bowling
Green, was cited for disorderly
conduct for urinating in public
within the 100 block of N. Main St.

1120 A.M.
Complainant reported losing his
wallet in the Golf Club House.

ulty members and another with
non-tenure track members.
The administration presented
From Paqe 1
a similar argument against
campaigns called "Vote Yes" collective bargaining back in
and "I Am The BGSU Faculty 1993, said Karen Craigo, director of communications for the
Association."
The "Vote Yes" campaign Faculty Association.
Tenure track faculty include
will help explain the positive
effects that collective bargain- professors and assistant proing can have for the University fessors, while non-tenure track
and its faculty. The campaign members include lecturers. The
"I Am The BGSU Faculty Faculty Association began fightAssociation," which can be see ing for a single unit in March
on Faculty Association t-shirts, of 2009, when they distributed
will aim to educate people on election cards for faculty members to sign.
collective bargaining.
Members of the Faculty
"Between now and the election we are going to continue to Association said they hope coltalk to faculty members about lective bargaining will allow the
why it can bring change," Archer University to move awiy from
said about collective bargain- a corporation based modei of
ing. "Part of it is just educating education toward a more personalized student experience.'
people."
"We are really happy tha* we
The administration originally argued for two separate were able to get tenured and non
units, one including full time tenure members in the same
tenured and tenure-track fac- unit," Archer said. "The faculty is

3:15 A.M.
Jordan Burdue. 20, of Liberty
Center. Ohio, and Challen Stewart
III. of Risingsun. Ohio, were both
cited for disorderly conduct for
fighting.

6:54 P.M.
Antonan Cobb. 19. of Tiffin.
Ohio, was cited for criminal
trespass within the 1500 block of
Cough St.
11:32 P.M.
Gary Romero. 54, of Bowling
Green, was arrested for aggravated menacing and drug
abuse within the 100 block of
N Main St.

k

SUN JUNE 20
12:00 A.M.
Ashley Tavarez. 26. of Oregon.
Ohio, and Walter Thompson. 33.
of Toledo, were both cited for open
container of alcohol. Thompson

THE BG NEWS
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From Page 1
University Jonathan Lawson, who
worked with Flowers for over ten
years, also spoke very highly of
Bowling Green's new dean.
"She was always a joy to work
with," Lawson said. "She doesn't
leave anything undone. She's an
all-around first rate dean."
TheDeanofUniversiryLibraries'
responsibilities are to keep the
upper-administration and the
library connected, Flowers said.
She said it's the dean's job to make
sure the library is alignment with
and in support of the University's
strategic plans.
Flowers will start her work at
Bowling Green July 12, and she is
highly anticipating her arrival to
Bowling Green.
"I'm just looking forward to getting there and getting started,"
Flowers said. "I'm looking forward
to the first semester, this fall."
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to find gardens as manicured
and as well taken as Schedel."
Enriquez, who received both
his BFA in painting and MFA in
sculpture from the University, is
known for creating the "Who's
Up?" bronze sculpture at Fifth
Third Field in Toledo and the
"Metamorphosis" stone sculpture on the University's campus.
"Most art is a reflection of
society," Enriquez said.
The manner in which art can
present messages and reflect
its surroundings leads Lewis to
reflect on his experience with the
University's School of Fine Arts.
"I feel that too many art
schools are pushing students
to be creative and forgetting
to teach them about their craft,"
Lewis said. "If you are using
paint lo communicate ... anything, then paint is your language. The more you know
about your language, the more
articulate you are in using it."
Ryan emphasized that his
experience at graduate school
led him to forge strong professional and personal relationships with professors.
"These relationships can
endure far beyond graduation," Ryan said. "I think this
show is a prime example of
what can come from the ongoing collaboration that began
back in school."

FACULTY

TUE JUNE 22
2:13 A.M.
Victim reported being assaulted
within the 200 block of N. Prospect
St

4:30 A.M.
Jonathan Clamme. 23. of Bowling
Green, was cited for criminal trespass within the 200 block of Dill
Ave.

"I hope all visitors ... appreciate it for what it affords: five artists who 'speak' a similar pictorial language, but have diverse
and unique stories to tell."
The gardens prove to be an
ideal setting for telling the stories, with Lajeunesse citing
similarities in goals of the gardeners and artists.
"IThis work) concerns itself
with the aesthetics of structure,"
Lajeunesse said. "The gardens
offer the same ideas in a different physical manifestation."
The
conceptual
unity
between the gardens and the
art is intentional. Wojtkiewicz
said that some of his paintings
are of flowers from the gardens
and cites Rodney Noble, the
executive director of the gardens, in perpetuating the goal
of unifying art and nature.
"What he's trying to do is create this synergistic relationship
between the art of landscape,
gardening and the visual arts,"
Wojtkiewicz said.
To do this, the gardens run
several ongoing art exhibits. One notable exhibitor is
fellow University graduate
Manny Enriquez, who is creating a stone sculpture known as
"Flamenco Dancers."
"The gardens are wonderful,"
Enriquez said. "You would have
to go to Cleveland or Columbus
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be printed.
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Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
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or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Available Immediately
704 Second St. •

710 Elm St. •

Three bedrooms. $930.00 per
month plus utilities. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars.
Lease Immediately - 5/7-11.

Three bedrooms $740.00 per
month plus utilities. Deposit
$740.00. Has washer, dryer Limit
3 people Limit 3 cars
Lease Immediately-5/7-11.

629 Elm St. ■

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE

Three bedrooms and a garage
S850.00 per month plus utilities.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease Immediately - 5/7-11.

APARTMENTS

Available August 19, 2010
723 Sixth St. ■

256 S. College «A-

Three bedrooms. $510.00 per
month plus utilities. Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars Tenants do not have
use of garage
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.

Three bedrooms S740 00 oe: monlh
plus utilities Limit 4 people
Limit 4 cars
Lease 8/19/10 -8/6/11

712 Second OA&BTwo bedrooms in each unit. S600.00
per month plus utilities Has
dishwasher. C'A. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars.
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.

ALSO INCLUDED
Two Outdoor Pools
On-Site Laundry Facilities
24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
New Kitchen Cabinet & Appliances

830 Scott Hamilton ■
Three bedrooms. 2 baths. S850.00
per month plus utilities. Has AC
Limit 5 people Limit 5 cars.
Lease 8/19/10 - 8/6/11

Rent Payable Online
Lease Renewal Bonuses
Referral Award Bonuses

725 Sixth St. .
Three bedrooms $930.00 per month
plus utilities. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 8/19/10 -8/6/11.

RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E WOOSTERST ncrouIranTacoBrit)

www.iohnnewloverealestate.com

HIGH SPEED INTERNET
INCLUDED
BASIC CABLE
INCLUDED
PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE
INCLUDED

Off Street & Guest Parking

WATER/SEWER/TRASH
INCLUDED

Recycling Program

Call Us About Our Specials!

Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.
Hi haver

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

HEAT/HOT WATER/COOKING
INCLUDED

STOP BY
AND SEE US
No Appointments Necessary

400 E. Napoleon Rd.
419-352-9135
winthrop@gerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com

Fewer Bills and a Better Value

W^Mudoi 50-70%
off designer gowns
nff desianpr anwns

Call to schedule an appointment for
your personal consultation and fitting.
909 N. Main St. • encorebridalbg.com • 419.35-BRIDE • 810.444.4049
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New orientation program for new students
The University's summer orientation and registration program is cut to one day, streamlining events for incoming freshmen, parents
Vine* Driver
Reporter

The orange bags are back,
signaling the slarl of new student orientation. Incoming
freshman arc learning what
to expect in their first year at
BGSU, and about the rich traditions cultivated over the past
100 years.
Saturday marked the first
day of orientation, which has
seen a number of changes from
previous years. New student
orientation has been shrunk
from two days to one in an
effort to make it easier for visiting families. Orientation leader Laurence Serfozo said he
thinks the format change will
be helpful with an especially
large freshman class.
"For all them to find those
two days would be really difficult. The one day format lets
them get in and out. and from
our end it helps us get them in
and out," Serfozo said.
Orientation gives incoming
freshman a chance to ask ques-

tions about college life, begin
the advising process and obtain
their bgl cards. In addition, orientation leaders try to get students as excited as possible for
the upcoming school year.
"The 100 years celebration
is probably one of our biggest
focuses, we're pretty excited
about celebrating the centennial and looking forward to
continuing that celebration
throughout the first year,"
orientation coordinator Sam
K11li•[ mann said.
The large freshman class
and one day program are just
two of the factors complicating orientation this year. The
large amount of construction on campus and changes
in parking are also issues, but
they have proved manageable.
Commuter parking lot four is
being used as orientation parking this year, and assistant dean
of students Andrew Alt has seen
few problems.
"It has worked out okay. It
is close to the union which is
where we have orientation,

Summer 2010 Orientation
and Registration schedule
General Schedule Overview
■ 7-50 - 900 a.m. Orientation
check-in
■ 7:50 - 930 a.m. Placement
tests: Math. Writing
■ 900 - 9:45 a.m. Education
Worth Celebrating, welcome and overview

ANDREA FEHl

■ 10:00 -11:15 a.m Academic
meetings
■ 11:30a.m-1:15 p.m. Drop- in
lunch buffet
■ 11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Program specific meetings
■ 11:30 a.m. - 4 p.m. Advising
and course registration, students only by appointment
■ 1:30 - 4:30 p.m. Student
Health Sen/ices: physicals
and immunizations
■ 2-2:45 p.m. Know what you
owe: Student Financial
■ 2-2:45 p.m. Commuter student meeting
■ 3-3:45 p.m. Office of
Residence Life&BGSU
dining
■ 3:00 - 4:30 p.m. Student life
discussion an campus tours

•lEBGNEWS

FIRST FREDDIE PHOTO: Incoming freshmen. Phil Gawer and Kimmie Zaccaro from Brunswick Ohio, pose for their fust photo with
Freddie Falcon. Gasser and Zaccaro both are excited to meet new people and start a new chapter in their lives
and we've been able to keep lot
four A open for commuters,''
Alt said.
Orientation leaders have had

to make slight changes to their
plans as well.
"We have to adapt to it a little
bit, on the tours that we give."

Serfozo said. "Construction
is not a bad thing, it's a great
See OREGI Page 8

see what

These Bowling
Green businesses
welcome all new
students and
their parents!
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New & Used Textbooks

[1(1

Newly Expanded! Check us out!
530 E. Wooster St

[419.353.7732

Goodwill©

POE RD.

Good Prices. Good Clothing. Good Cause.
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MERRY ST.

BOWLING
GREEN
STATE
UNIVERSITY

RIDGE STREET

1058 N Mam St Bowling Green
4193549726
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ENCLAVE 2 ON KLOTZ

$5.00
Meal Deal!

• Apartments starting © $269
/j
• Individual Bathrooms
\J
• Daily shuttle to ♦ from campus
VISIT TODAY! 419.353.4316

Ultimate Student Living

29 S Mam Street
419-353-7200

Any entree + drink
lecdudng quesadiBds ♦
signature items)
M$ut present this
coufmm with order.
Otter valid 7/23/10
Bowling Green. OH location only

Walmart >[
Save money. Live better.
SUPERCENTER
Al WAYS LOW PRICES
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' The BG News does not encourage Of condone reckless or
illegal drinking If you choose 10 drink thts summer, please
drink responsibly.

RfNATURE
<*<5??*

Bars all over town offer different
varieties of traditional and not: /
so-traditional drinks
Vinct Driver
Pulse Columnist

Craving a drink with vodka, cheese, pickle and shrimp cocktail?
Slop by Howard's on Saturday or Sunday and ask 'Tuna' for a Tuna
Mary, Feeling like ketchup and Jagermeister? Consider therapy, and
ask the bartenders at 149 North for a ladybtig to enjoy during their
jazz night.
The Bowling (ireen bar scene isn't as busy in the summer as the
rest of the year, but looking for odd signature drinks can keep the
at mosphere feeling fresh. Every bar may not have a drink with cheese
in it. but they do have something to offer that makes them unique.
For Reverend's Bar and Grill, those signature drinks are their Sangria and mojitos.
"We offer different mixed drinks that other bars don't, like sangria
and mojitos made by hand," Reverend's server Allie Baidel said. "We
make our sangria here, and we've done it in all types of different flavors like mango and strawberry kiwi."
At Nate and Wally's Fishbowl, the signature drink also shares the
bar's name.
"People come for our signature drink, which is the Fish Bowl, and
the live music," Nate and Wally's manager and bartender lames
Wiltson said. "It's a couple different kinds of rum, vodka and juices."
Down the street, Brathaus features the Legal Joint, which has been
served for over 30 years. A I-egal Joint is a mix of vodka, rum, lime
juice, orange juice and amaretto.
"It was originally made here in 1979." Brathaus bartender J.D. said.
"People also stop here for our bomb specials."
At some bars, finding the signature drink may be a matter of luck.
I liffcrent bartenders may be familiar with different drinks, and some
may have their own strange creation, as is the case with Howard's
See DRINKS
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Toy Story' grows up with its audience
The third installment of the Toy Story' franchise shows Pixar's ability for heart-warming story-telling
By Marisha Pietrowski
Pulse Reporter

"Toy Story .1" may have been
20io's most anticipated movie,
and the quality of the movie
proves exactly why the hype
was warranted.
Fifteen years after the original "Toy Story" and 11 after
its sequel, I'ixar resurrected
the beloved franchise, but,
arguably, they didn't do so in
order to reach a new audience.
Rather. Toy Story 3" reaches
brilliance by sticking to its
roots, appealing to the young
adult demographic who made
the franchise beloved and tell a
wonderful story in the process.
In the film, Wood), Buzz and
company are at a crossroads in
their lives. Their lifelong owner,
Andy, is going off to college In a
matter of days, and he must
make decisions about how to
deal with the material possessions in his life thai he no longer needs.
Due to Andy's increased age,

Summer months offer perfect times of bliss for
alcoholic beverages, from beer to mixed drinks
By Amanda McGuire Rzicznak

the toys rarely see the light
of day, and it is possible thai
they may go to the trasb, and
almost end up there on accident (by original "Toy Story''
villain Sid Phillips, who is now
a garbage man).
However, the toys end up
at the Stinnysidc Daycare

center, where new toys, such
as the seemingly sweet LotsOTIuggin Bear (Lotso). appear
to welcome Andy's castoffs
with open arms.
However, things are not what
they seem at Sunnyside. and
before long, Andy's toys are
abused by the infant popula-

tion of Sunnyside, while Lotso
and others live a life of luxury.
The toys must not only escape
from Lotso's controlling ways,
but find a way to remain relevant in Andy's life.
The film's plot is strong; it
See TOYS | Page 5

Jimmy Fallon's house band delivers
The Roots release top-knotch "How I Got Over" after rumors of retirement surrounded the band
By Z ,.iI. G .isc
Puke Reporter

On Nov. 17, ruestiove and The
Roots shocked the hip hop
world when they announced
that they were going to retire
from touring and work full-time
as the house band for limmy
Fallon's Late Night Talk Show.
This was only a few months after
they released their rumored
final album, "Rising Down." It
seemed like Jimmy Ballon was
about to put an end to hip hop's
greatest band.
"lateNightWithlimmylallon"
aired its first episode on March 2
and showcased Black Thought

(Vocals), Tuestlove (Drummer)
and company. Shortly after
thai. ?uestlove announced on
his Twitter account that The
legendary Roots crew would
indeed release their ninth studio

album (third album on I (el lam
Records)," How 1 Got Over."
After several delays. "How I
Got Over" finally hit the shelves.
The group's latest effort showcases a much more optimistic
sound than their previous two
records, which had bleak, political subject material. "How I Got
Over" features the Philadelphia
band's triumph, directly influenced by the end of the Bush
Administration and Ihe election
of Barack Obama.
The piano driven opener,
"Walk Alone" is a very different sound from the synth-driven "Rising Down." "Dear God
2.0" features a sample from Jim

James and Monsters of Folk, and
Black Thought delivers some of
the most introspective lyrics of
his career. In the song, Black
Thought asks, "Why is the world
ugly when it's made in your
image and why is living life such
a fight to the finish?" The title
track and first single from the
album has a much different feel
to it than any of their previous
efforts, as Black Thought sings
two verses on the songs.
On "Now or Never," Thought
declares thai he is "thinking of
making a change, finally breakSee ROOTS | Page 5

Food Columnist

Whether it's wine, beer or mixed
drinks, summer offers a flavorful variety of refreshments.
Norman Chambers, retired
BGSU Psychology professor, and
Doug Bortz, the wine specialist at Walt Churchill's Market in
Perrysburg, recommended several white wines different from a
typical Chardonnay.
"The 2008 Domaine Mm,ml
Colombard Sauvignon (S10.99) is
an affordable white that has hints
of spice and pear which mingle
with a peachiness on the finish,"
Chambers said.
"Another great buy is the 2009
Yorkville Cellars Sauvignon
Blanc ($12.99)," Chambers
advised. "This wine is made
from organically grown grapes.
It has aromas and tastes of
grapefruit and citrus and pairs
perfectly with fish, white meats
and soft medium cheeses."
A fun deviation from white
wines during the summer is a
Rose.
Chambers suggested Lambert
Rosd Spumante saying, "It
reminds me of the first strawberry I have in the spring; it's fresh
and gentle."
If beer appeals more to your
taste buds, there's not a shortage
of unique summer beers.

Nick Kubiak, Wine and Beer
Manager at The Andersons
in Maumee, is excited to feature new-tO-Ohlo microbrew
21st Amendment.
"Most craft beers are sold in
bottles. 21st Amendment's Brew
Free or Die I PA (SH.99) tastes awesome and is sold in cans, which
are great for boat, golf courses
and travel," Kubiak stated.
Anothermicrobrewdebutingin
Ohio this summer is Smuttynose
Summer Weizen ($8.99). The
sleek, classic '50s bathing beauties packaging on this six-pack
will ignite conversations and the
rich and crisp flavor will tantalize
your palate.
If Blue Moon is a summer
favorite, consider trying Bell's
Oberon. a microbrew available
from Memorial Day until the
World Series. Available in a newly
designed Salvador Dali mini-keg
($21.99), Oberon is the definition
of summer beer.
"Oberon is a beer that bridges
people together and appeals to
the masses. It's a classic summer
beer," Kubiak said.
Classics, such as margaritas,
sangria and gin and tonics, are
favorite summer essentials. The
hot season just isn't the same
without the clink of ice cubes in
See DRINKS | PageS
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personality Charlie 'Tuna.' His
Tuna Mary, which includes more
than ten ingredients, including
a secret spice blend, may be the
oddest drink in Bowling Green.
"It's brunch, a meal in a glass,
and you've got to come in on
Saturday or Sunday when I'm
serving them," 'Tuna' said.
According to 'Tuna', people
come to town just to sip on his
special creation.
"People drive from all over,
from Fremont and Toledo, just to
get one," he said.
While not every bar has something as wild as a Tuna Mary,
some offer strength in the number of their available drinks.
Bartenders at City Tap and The
Attic prefer to let the quality and
wide selection of the beer they
offer speak for them.
"You can go to every bar and
get the mixed drink you want,
any barcan make themand that's
nothing special," bartender Ray
Connor said. "We have top shelf
liquor, and the biggest difference
is our 34 beers on tap."

TOYS
From Page 4

turns a dictator-style control of
dissidents into an exciting animated adventure. Old favorites
of the franchise are given new
life (literally- Buzz's newfound
Spanish mode is a crowdpleaser) and the audience is
reminded why they loved
them. New additions, even
those that spell bad news for
Andy's toys, are still oddly likable (he may be somewhat evil
and jaded, but who wouldn't
want an adorable strawberryscented Lotso?)
Ken is one of the best newcomers in the movie, providing a hilarious foil and romantic interest to Barbie (who,
with bravery and a quick wit,
becomes more than just a
pretty face in this movie). His
true to life outfit collection and
metrosexuality offer a modern
touch, which helps to bring
the "Toy Story" franchise into
the 21st-century world of its
audience who were children
in the '90s.
One of the most notable
aspects about "Toy Story 3"
compared to the previous two
is the ways in which the storytellers perfectly weave the
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THIS WEEK
N ENTERTAI MENT:
BYNES RETIRES AT 24: Amanda
Bynes Tweeted that she is done acting, saying she is not in love with it anymore Deing
an actress isn't as fun as it may seem, the
"What I Like About You" and "Hairspray"
star said as she announced her retirement at
the age of 24.

"AMERICAN PIE" STAR BUSTED:
Actor Chris Klein, who became famous
in the American Pie films, voluntarily
checked himself into rehab after he was
arrested last Wednesday on suspicion of
driving under the influence of alcohol or
drugs. Klein was taken into custody last
Tuesday after being seen drifting between
lanes on a Los Angeles freeway.
DRAKE, HANSON CAUSE NYC
RIOTS: A free concert from hip hop star
Drake and band Hanson in New York City
had to be cancelled after an unexpected
crowd of 10.000 fans showed up. The
NYPD were forced to cancel the event for
safety concerns, which started many different riots in the area.

BARTENDER: Senior marketing major Dannie Kaepplmqer pours three Grape Bombs during a slow Monday night shift Kaepplinger has
worked for Beckettes for two years and said the most common shot ordered is a Johnny Vegas

life-changing adventures of
the toys to that of the humans
who play with them. Andy was
just an ancillary character in
the previous films, who served
as a catalyst for bringing the
toys together. However, in
this movie, Andy's character
acts as a representation of the
audience's emotional attachment to the films. He's going
through life changes, growing
up and trying to figure out how
his past life and his past joys
with his toys relates to his newfound adulthood. The movie's
bittersweet final moments
allow for the audience to relate
to Andy and his own experiences with growth and loss
likely hit close to home for a
nostalgic audience.
"Toy Story 3" is funny,
warm-hearted, sad and moving. It further exhibits Pixar's
abilities to mix unique characters with effective storytelling. During the first screening
of the film, Friday morning
at midnight at the Woodland
Mall, the sold-out, mostly college-aged crowd would laugh,
cheer and gasp at nearly every
dramatic moment in the film.
It is a treat for the now-youngadult audience who helped
make the franchise what it is
today.

ROOTS
From Page 4

ing the chains" and that he's
"ready for the next chapter and
page." The positive inspiration
messages continue with songs
like "The Day" and "The Fire,"
In which John Legend makes
a guest appearance and sings,
"You don't say good luck, you say
don't give up."
"How I Got Over" is unquestionably in the top tier of Roots

DRINKS
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a glass.

For something different from
the usual, try Dante's Sweet
Number. Mixologist and bartender at Silverleaf Tavern in
New York City, Carry Sachs, created this rum, jalapcno and
lime concoction after a theoretical discussion.
"Dante's Sweet Number is
spicy and sweet. The jalapenos
add an extra kick to this caipirinha, making it a perfect BBQ
drink," Sachs said.
Skeptical of a drink with
jalapenos, I made and tested a

records over their storied 17year career. The album consists of flawless sequencing
and transitions making the
14-track album sound like one
piece of musical brilliance. The
Legendary Roots Crew has successfully made it from hip-hop
to 30 Rock, without missing a
beat along the way. Through all
the label problems, the hick of
mainstream attention and poor
record sales, with a little help
from limmy Fallon, The Roots
have finally "Made it Over."

Dante's Sweet Number. Alter my
first sip, I knew I wouldn't l>e
able to have just one; it's hot,
sweet, and refreshing; a must for
any summer get-together.
Cheers to finding the perfect
summer drink.
Dante's Sweet Number
Muddle 2 strips jalapeno with
2-3 lime wedges
2 1/2 oz. 10 Cane Rum (or
equivalent quality rum)
1 oz. Simple Syrup*
1 /4 oz. fresh lime juice
Shake and strain over ice.
(To make Simple Syrup boil
1 cup of sugar in I cup of water
until it's dissolved, and cool.)

Malt's

SUMMER
PLAYLISTS
"Eats & Drinks"
1. Shots
byLMFAOfeat.
Lil Jon
2. Milkshake
by Kelis
3. Coconut Juice
by Travis McCoy
feat. Tyga
4. Tipsy
by J-Kwon
5. Carryout
by Timbaland
feat. Justin
Timberlake

6.1 Don't Want
Love
by Dan Hicks &
the Hot Licks
7. Strawberry
Fields Forever
by The Beatles
8. In Da Club
by 50 Cent
9. Milk & Cereal
by G. Love &
Special Sauce
10. Red Wine
by Bob Marley

You deserve a factual look at...

Israel: An Apartheid State?
Is there any truth at all in this oft-repeated calumny?
Only a short time ago, many universities, goaded by left-wing professors and students and their substantial Muslim
student bodies, "celebrated" Israel Apartheid Week in which divestiture from, boycott of and sanctions against
Israel were demanded. Is there any truth, any justification at all in this odious characterization?
Whites were not allowed in apartheid South Africa.
What are the tacts?
But. yes, there is one difference: Jewish Israeli men
South African Apartheid. "Apartheid," the PiHchare obligated to a three-year stint in the Israeli
Afticaans term for separation, was the social order of
Defense Forces (IDF) and serve in the reserve until
the former South Africai It meant exactly that. The
they are 50 years old. For Arabs, this service is
Black majority of the nation and the so-called
voluntary. Except for the Druze. hardly any Arabs
Colored were kept strictly apart in all aspects of life.
volunteer to serve in the armed forces.
White domination over the native population was
Israel has granted permanent residence and lull
mandatory. For instance: Non-Whites had to carry a
citizen rights to a targe number of legal and illiji.il
passbook." Passbook infringement could lead to
foreign
workers and their families - from the
deportation to one of the Bantu "homelands."
Philippines. Eritrea. Colombia. Nigeria, and from
Blacks and Coloreds were being kept from a wide
many other countries. Nobody, of course, is forced or
array of jobs. Black-White sex was a serious jail-time
requested to convert to Judaism as a condition of
criminal offense. Hospitals and ambulances were
^^^^^^^^^^^^_ their being allowed to staystrictly separated. Whites
Israel has accepted a
enjoyed free education
until graduation. Not so "To call Israel an apartheid state shipload of Vietnamese
refugees who had sought
for
Blacks,
whose
is an expression of ignorance, asylum.
No Arab country
education was strictly
anti-Semitism, and malice/'
has accepted a single one of
limited by the oppressive
those refugees. Israel has
"Bantu Education Act."
' i
brought in about 70,000 black Ethiopian Jews, who
By law. no mixed sports were allowed. Park
despite their backwardness have become fully
benches, swimming pools, libraries, and movies were
integrated citizens of Israel. Everything that Blacks
strictly separated. Blacks were not allowed to
were not allowed to do in South Africa is totally open
purchase or imbibe alcoholic drinks - etc, etc. etc.
to non-Jews in Israel.
And that is only a partial and small list of the many
The "Apartheid Wall." Another reason for which
abusive impediments that non-Whites suffered under
left-wing zealots and anti-Semites like to refer to
the South African apartheid regime.
Israel as the "apartheid state" is the fence between
Israeli Equality. To tar Israel with that kind of
Israel proper and the territories. This fence (which is
brush is utterly malicious. The exact opposite is the
indeed a fence and not a wall over most of its length)
case. Not one single apartheid practice applies to
was constructed at great cost in order to prevent the
Israel. Israel is by far the most racially mixed and
suicidal attacks that had killed hundreds of Israelis
tolerant nation in the entire Muslim Middle East.
and grievously wounded thousands more. Thankfully.
Arabs, who are about 20% of Israel's population, enjoy.
this "wall" is exceptionally successful and has totally
without any exception, the same rights and
prevented any such attacks since its completion.
opportunities in all fields as their Jewish fellow.
There is little question that this separation fence is
citizens. The total equality of all Israelis is assured in
the cause of inconvenience for some of the Arab
Israel's founding document. All non-Jews {which
population. But it is an annoyance that they have
means primarily Muslim Arabs) have full voting
brought about themselves. And. of course, there are
rights. At present, eleven Arabs sit in Israel's Knesset
walls for protection all over the world. The Chinese
(parliament): Three Arabs are deputy speakers. Arabs
invented it hundreds of years ago. Our own country
are represented in Israel's diplomatic service all over
has a long, high, very sophisticated wall across our
the world. Arab students may and do study in all Israeli
border with Mexico. It is a wall, not to keep out
universities. All children in Israel are entitled to
criminals who want to kill Americans, but people
subsidized education until graduation, without any
who want to come here only in search of a better life.
restrictions based on color or religions. In short.
To call the Israeli fence an "apartheid wall" is an
Muslim Arabs and other non-Jews are allowed
everything that Jews are allowed, everything that nonexpression of ignorance and of malevolence.

Get rewarded and sell your books

#Get 10% More
When you convert your cash into a
BGSU Bookstore gift card

More Times
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August 6th: gam-4:oopm

Get Reward
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Buyback Alert
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Israel is a light unto the nations. It has, regrettably, many enemies - all or most of the world's Muslim nations
and left-wing ideologues who mostly hate the United States and who consider Israel to be America's cat's-paw
in the Middle East. The reality, of course, is that Israel is the exact opposite of an apartheid state. It is a country
in which all residents, all citizens, enjoy the same full rights. All other countries in the Middle East are
benighted theocracies, ruthless tyrannies, or mostly both. To call Israel an apartheid state is an expression of
ignorance, anti-Semitism, and malice.
This mNUgi hit been published and paid for by

FLAME

Fads and Logic About the Middle East
P.O. Box 590359 ■ San Francisco, CA 94159
Gerardo Jofte, President

FLAME is a tax-exempt. non-proM educational 501 (c)(3) organization
Ha purpose a the research and pub'tcalton of (he (acts regarding
developments In me UddM Easl and expotng lakM propaganda thai
might harm the interests ol the United States and its altes in that area ol
the world Voui tax-deduct** contnbuhona are welcome They enable
us lo pursue these goats and to pubtah these messages *> national
newspapers and magazines We have virtually no overhead Almost all
ol our revenue pays lor our educational work, tor these clarifying
.messages, and for related direct mail
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updates, visit our website: www.factsandlogic.org
<

bookstore.bgsu.edu
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SIDELINES

World Cup doing
its part to win
over American
sports fans
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BG alum Blake retires
from NHL
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2010 Falcon volleyball schedule
announced
The BG volleyball team's 2010

Admittedly, I am not a soccer
fan.
I would even go so far as to
say I dislike soccer. Yes, it's the
world's most popular sport. It
has a rich history and a loyal
fan base. And of course, the
sport is played with a ball.
Therein lies my dilemma.
As a sports fan, I have
always taken interest in a lot
of mainstream (and several
under-appreciated) sports, athletes and teams. I won't give
specific examples, but I will cite
a certain NBA Finals match-up
I'd rather have taken a bullet
before enjoying. As true sports
fans, we watch to appreciate.
And so, I've been finding
my television tuned to soccer
matches since the World Cup
started, and I've found myself
asking the question, "Why
should I care about watching
Greece or Nigeria or Argentina?
And why do I have to deal with
all the vuvuzela noise?"
The latter question has no
answer. The noise is absurd.
However, the former has a very
distinct answer, and we should
all take note.
For the citizens of many
countries, soccer is an identity.
In America, the sport does
not carry the same clout. It
does, however, offer us all a lesson in appreciation and understanding of other cultures. All it
takes is an open mind. '
On Friday, I was awoken by
a phone call a lot earlier than I
would have liked. (Sure, it was
10:30 a.m., but it was still too
early.) After opening my computer and making the morning
rounds on ESPN's website, I
remembered the U.S. soccer
team was playing on television.
What followed both shocked
and confused me.
1 felt some excitement and
scrambled to turn on my television.
The U.S. was trailing 1-nil,
and 1 felt an odd feeling — disappointment. The team went
down 2-nil after nearly evening
the score on several attempts,
and I was even more upset.
Was 1 beginning to actually
care about soccer?
If I was unsure before, I had
no doubt by the end of the
second half. I had genuinely
enjoyed the match.
The U.S. came back from
being down 2-nil (the equivalent of being down 10 runs in
the ninth inning of a baseball
game) and, if not for a horrendous call in the final minutes,
would have won the match.
Surprisingly, I was thrilled
about a comeback draw.
It's simple, really. Many of us

schedule was announced
Tuesday. The schedule
includes several top teams,
including Michigan State,
Colorado State and Florida.
Six games on the schedule
will pit BG against teams
that advanced in the NCAA
Tournament last year.

ONLINE

Become a BG News
Sports fan on
Facebook
The BG News sports section
has a Facebook fan page.
Log on to your Facebook and
search for "BG News Sports"
to become a fan and receive
instant BG sports news.
www.facebook.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
in-game updates.
www.twitter.com/bqnewssports

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1894—The International
Olympic Committee (IOC) is
founded in Paris as a governing body for the Olympics.
1988-The Charlotte
Hornets and Miami Heat
begin their NBA expansion
draft.

The List
With the completion of the

See SOCCER!
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U.S. Open over the weekend,
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San Jose Sharks defenseman Rob
Blake announced his retirement from
the National Hockey League on Friday
after 20 seasons in the league
Blake was a standout hockey
player for the Falcons, and was a
finalist lor the Hobey Baker Award in
1990 He tallied 104 points in three
seasons at the University.
Blake s retirement marks the
end of his successful professional
career, in which he won a Stanley
Cup with the Colorado Avalanche
and a gold medal in the 2002
Olympics as a member of the
Canadian Olympic team.
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STAY THE COURSE: Stone Ridge Golf Club is Home to bolh ihe men's and women's golf teams and also provides a course for community members and casual golfers to play at The nearly 7.000 yard course offers several challenging holes and many opportunities for golfers
to get better at the game

Local golf course
encourages players to
step up their game
By Bobby W,,ddl<Reporter

Stone RidgeGolfChlb provides
a welcoming atmosphere for
students and members of
the surrounding community
while dishing out a challenging goll experience.
Located on Muirfield Drive,
the semi-private golf course
boasts a design by architect
Arthur I lillsand is built around
a neighborhood community.
The links-styled course is used
by recreational golfers as well
as the University's golf teams.
"Everyone is treated great
out there, whether you walk in
off the street or you're a member," men's golf coach Garry
Winger saidBoth golf teams' head coaches emphasized the challenge of
the course as well as the quality of the service and workers
in making training an enjoyable experience.
"IThe players] love it out
there," women's golf coach
Stephanie Young said. "A big
thing for our program is that
you're only as strong as the
people you surround yourself
with."
Course regular Steve Keys
also praised the staff.
"They're very polite and
pleasant," Keys said. "They
put up with the members and
guests of the club very well."
The staff itself iscomprised of
a sizable number of University
students. Director of Golf Tony
Czerniakowski said everyone
on his outside service staff is
a University student, and the

kitchen staff features many
students as well.
"The course itself ... |it's|
kept up very well, very high
standards as far as our
maintenance staff goes,"
Czerniakowski said.
According to the coaches,
the course design is very similar to the courses where the
golf teams compete during the
season, with Young mentioning specific likeness with the
MAC Championship courses.
"Stone Itidge is certainly
something that we have to
have to make a run at the MAC
championship." Young said.
Young said although the
team uses various on-campus and off-campus resources, Stone Ridge provides a
challenge that allows the
team to improve.
"There's not one hole where
you can ... let your guard
down." Young said. "You have
to stay mentally focused on
your game plan from the first
tec to the 18th green."
Czerniakowski said the
course is also a great place for
golfers to improve their short
game, particularly putting. He
also mentioned that wind is a
major challenge.
• "If you play from the tips
|of the tees|, you're looking
at a 7000 yard golf course,"
Czerniakowski said. "|That's|
pretty close to what the pros
play on Sunday."
Because
of
this,
Czerniakowski believes the
course is the perfect place for
the University teams to play.
"As far as playing a course

that is going to improve your
game on a daily basis, this is a
great fit for |the teams].
Community golfers also find
the course to be a good challenge. Keys specifically praised
the design.
"They created some rolling
nature to the fairways; its not
a flat course," Keys said. "They
did a very nice job of creating some elevation changes
and some elevated greens to
increase the difficulty and fun
playing the course."
The course is also accessible
to beginners, with course professional David Gigax offering
golf lessons and clinics. Gigax
said that the game of golf offers
networking and physical benefits for players.
'Even if you ride la cartl, it's
getting outside," Gigax said.
In addition to providing
resources for golfers, Stone
Ridge provides other services
for the community to enjoy as
well, including event hosting
and banquet accommodations
for birthday parlies, weddings
and fraternity/sorority formals.
In addition, the Traditions Bar
and Grille restaurant offers
a variety of different foods,
depending on the day.
"If you're there playing golf
and you need something to eat.
they've got plenty," Keys said.
Gigax added that the restaurant's full menu allows people
to come to the course specifically for dinner, even without
playing a round of golf.

Lane, Powers named
to Academic
All MAC Team
BG track and field athletes Barbara
Powers and Paige Lane were named
to the 2010 Academic All-MAC Team
last week
Lane has carried a 5.972 GPA
through three seasons at the University,
and Powers a perfect 4.0. Both are exercise science majors
Powers was also named a member
of the ESPN The Magazine Academic
All-District IV Second Team.

FOOTBALL
BRIEF
Incoming freshman
Beck has
strong showing
Wilson High School graduate and
new Falcon wide receiver Tyler Beck
played well at the Big 33 Football
Classic in Hershey. Penn. He recorded 7
catches for 77 yards in the loss to Ohio.
The game showcases 33 of the
best players from both Ohio and
Pennsylvania, and is considered one
of the biggest stages in Midwest high
school football.
Beck signed to play for the
Falcons next season During his senior
year at Wilson High School in Berks
County. Penn.. Beck caught 37 passes
lor 654 yards and six touchdowns.

WORLD CUP
BRIEF
World Cup matches to
decide who advances
and who goes home
Several pivotal match-ups take place
today at the World Cup. as the fate of
teams in groups C and D will be decided
today The U.S. needs some things to happen, but have a legitimate shot at moving
on to the Group of 16.

Group C
Slovenia vs. England (10 a.m.)
United States vs. Algeria (10 am)

Group D
Ghana vs Germany (230 pm)

See GOLF | Page 7

Australia vs. Serbia (2:30 pm)

we take a look at the top five
finishers at Pebble Beach.

Despite inexperience, Falcon football looks forward to important season

1. Graeme
McDowell: McDowell

By Zach Gas*
Reporter

ended at even par for the
weekend, but that was good
enough for a first place fin-

The Falcon football team welcomes the challenges it faces in
its second season under coach
Dave Clawson.
Replacing three-year starting
quarterback Tyler Sheehan and
Bilentnikoff Award finalist Freddie
Barnes will be no easy task, but
Clawson said he is excited about
the challenge.
Coming into his second season
as coach of the Falcons, Clawson
said there is a lot of positivity about
challenges surrounding his team.
The team hopes to build off their
successful 2009 season, in which it
won six of its last seven games and
earned a bid to the Humanitarian
Bowl. The main challenge that
Clawson and his team will face
in the upcoming season is lack of
experience.
"It's a little challenging that we're
a much younger football team (this
seasonl," Clawson said. "We're
going to have to adjust."
Replacing Sheehan is one of
the team's top priorities going

ish and $1,550,000 in prize
money.

2. Gregory Havret:
Havret shot a 69 on Saturday
and put together a strong
round on Sunday to finish one
shot back.
3. Ernie Els: Els was one
of the most consistent golfers
all weekend. He finished two
over for the weekend.

4. Tiger Woods: Tiger
was all over the place, but his
66 on Saturday kept him in the
running heading into Sunday.

5. Phil Mickelson:
Lefty tied Tiger for fourth,
shooting three over for the
tournament, adding a 66 on
Friday.

I

into next season. Matt Schilz
and Kellen Pagel, both of whom
were redshirted in 2009, are the
early favorites in the quarterback
competition, but Clawson is in no
hurry to declare a starter.
"We're in not a rush to make the
Itoughl decision," Clawson said.
"We want to make sure whoever
is our starting quarterback has
earned the job."
Senior runningback and team
captain Willie Gcter is expected to
step up and help carry the offense
this season. He was voted as one of
the top six runningbacks in Ohio
by ohiocollegefootball.com. Geter,
who rushed for 705 yards and nine
touchdowns last season, hopes to
see more carries and receptions
this year.
Theteamhassixplayerswhowere
voted onto Phil Steele's Preseason
All-Mid-Amcrican Conference
teams. Center Ben Bojicic earned a
Third-Team ALL-MAC spot, while
Geterand defensive lineman Kevin
Alvarado each earned a FourthFILE PHOTO I IHE BG NEWS

See FOOTBALL | Page 7

SPRING GAME: BG football has been preparing for the upcoming season, and will look to answer some of the questions surrounding the
team After the departure of Freddie Barnes and Tyler Sheehan to the NFL the Falcons will need younger players to step up and fill in the
holes left by last year's graduating seniors

I,
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Team spots. Offensive lineman
Tyler Donahue, defensive lineman Chris [ones and linebacker
Eugene Hells received honorable mentions. These players
are expected (o lead the team,
which has 25 freshmen on the
roster.
Another challenge facing
the youthful Falcons is their
tough schedule. The team will
start the season Sept. 4 at Troy,
who went undefeated last season on their home turf. The
First game at the Doyt will take
place Sept. 18 against the Little
Caesars Pizza Bowl champion,
Marshall.
The potentially most challenging, but most exciting
opponent the Falcons will
play thisseason isthemaize
and blue of the University
of Michigan, whom the
Falcons will face Sept. 25 at
the Big House in Ann Arbor,

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Clawson said. "If we had any
other goal, we'd be short-selling
our program and our players."
Geter is also excited about the
opportunity to play at Michigan
thisseason.
"It's a big dream of mine lo
play on the big stage," Geler said.
"Every time we play big teams, I
Mich.
take it as a good experience."
Bowling Green hopes to be
Despite the team's youth
the second MAC team to beat
and its difficult schedule, Geter
the Wolverines, as Toledo was
expects the Falcons to have a
the First to pull off the upset in
successful season and prove the
2008. Coach Clawson certainly
doubters wrong.
does not rule out a victory over
"They've been saying we're
Michigan.
young and we don't have a
"We plan on preparing to win
chance of winning," Geter said.
every game we play. We're not "We are working toward proving
going there just to show up," them wrong."

6

3

GOLF
From Page 6
These amenities help make
the course a great place for
the coaches to go during
appropriate recruiting seasons. Young said the course
is a great place for recruits
to see what Bowling Green
is like.
"You don't want to take
a recruit somewhere where

they're not going to enjoy
their dinner," Young said.
"They're impressed immediately."
Ultimately, the coaches
said they have immense gratitude for the opportunities
the course offers.
"I think the community
should embrace it and feel
very lucky to have such a
wonderful facility designed
by a world-class designer."
Winger said.
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Bullock graduated and Petngrew and senio* Willie Geter will have to step up m 2010

CLEVELAND (AP) — Without
knowing If LeBron lames will
ever wear a Cleveland jersey
again, the Cavaliers have
slightly changed their team
colors.
The Cavs have deepened the
original wine and brightened
the original gold colors the
team used exclusively from
1970-83.
The team made the alteration partly because of the

does, but that does not mean
we shouldn't care about the
football most of the world follows religiously.
Obviously, we all have a
choice to follow the World
Cup or lo turn a blind eye.
No one is forcing us to enjoy
watching soccer matches
involving France or Denmark
or Serbia. Frankly, I will most
likely only care to tune in to
the World Cup to watch the
U.S. Let's hope they advance
to the next round.
lor the first time in my life.
I wouldn't mind seeing a little
more American soccer on
FSI'N. Congratulations, soccer.

you've won ihis match.

popularity of the "old" colors
with fans, the team's primary and secondary logos have
been updated with the new
color shades, which will be
included on the Cavs' uniforms next season.
After several color, logo
and uniform changes, the
Cavs switched to their current
designs before the 2O03-O4 season, lames' rookie year, lames
becomes a free agent July 1.

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

PfilZESUDOKUcoH

ew wide receiver
Carter leaves 0SU
Son of legendary receiver jumps ship for Kansas
community college due to academic issues
COLUMBUS, Ohio IAP) —
Receiver Duron Carter has
left Ohio State and enrolled
at a community college in
Kansas.
Carter, the son of former
Ohio State and NFL great Cris
Carter, has had academic
problems and was declared
ineligible for the Rose Bowl
when semester grades were
released in December. Coach
Jim Tressel announced his
departure Monday.
Carter caught 13

passes

for 176 yards as a freshman
last season. He's enrolled
at
Coffcyville
(Kansas)
Community College, where
coach Darian 1 Jiilui said the
school will work with Carter to
correct his academic issues.
Ohio State also announced
that defensive end Keith
Wells will not be pan of the
team in 2010. No reason was
given. Wells saw limited
action for the Buckeyes as a
freshman in 2008 and redshirted in 2009.

RIDDLE:
A black dog is sleeping in the middle of a black road
that has no streetlights and there is no moon. A car
coming down the road with its lights off steers around
the dog. How did the driver know the dog was there?
aunjAep seM j| :uo!W|OS

Portage
Recreation Club

Find A Place To Call Home
www. preferredpropertiesco. com

3

Just use logic to solve.

Wine and gold still around, colors slightly altered
for first time since LeBron's rookie season

Golf Club located on Munfield Drive in BG.

1

guessing or math involved.

Cavaliers make new
changes to team colors
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do not care because we just
don't. Some of us do not care
because we really do not want
to. Until Friday, I was in the latter group.
Soccer is not something the
majority of Americans care
about right now. but the sport
deserves a chance. Football
in this country has replaced
every other sport as the farand-away favorite. It's understandable.
After all, the rest of the
world has their football and
we have ours. No one does
American football like America

STEADY HANDS: The BG women's golf team enjoys the quality of play at Stone Ridge

8

4

SOCCER

I

2

7

Sept. 4 at Troy, TBA
Sept. 11 at Tulsa, 7 p.m.
Sept. 18 vs. Marshall. 7 p.m.
Sept. 25 at Michigan, TBA
Oct. 2 vs. Buffalo. 3:30 p.m.
Oct. 9 at Ohio. 2 p.m.
Oct. 16 at Temple. 1 p.m.
Oct. 2? vs. Kent State 3:30
p.m.
Oct. 30 at Central Michigan.
TBA
Nov. 10 vs. Miami. 8 p.m.
Nov. 17 at Toledo, TBA (6
p.m. or 8 p.m.)
Nov. 26 vs. Western
Michigan. TBA

«t&

'Come d've in crystal clear spring waters'

2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
AND TOWNHOUSES
COLUMBIA COURT APARTMENTS
HEINZ APARTMENTS
CAMPBELL HILL TOWNHOUSES

MANE YOUR HOME XT:

ASK ABOUT OUR

Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apis.
Piedmont Apts
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowedl
Mini Mall Apis. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

3-5 BEDROOM HOUSES
1-2 BEDROOM APABTMENTS
GBADUATE EFFICIENCY /1 BEDBOtl

Now Renting For
Summer 2010
OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 8-4:30

Children
12 & Under

Mon - Fri
9am - 8pm * Coed Volleyball:
Sal - Sun 7:30am - 11:30pm * 3 Ml size volleyball
|iwmr.in8/Uod.or«nclo»o<8(«"| * COOItJ in the jand

530 S Maple Si
419-352-9378

182 S. Main
114 S. Main
117 N. Main

J& SCAK Kfi 7*W <&■
GREENBRIAR, INC.
44$ E.WOOSTER - BOWLING GREEK

www.greenbriarrentals.cQin

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

Downtown Apartments
Starting at $325

8 Wednesday, June 25. 2010

PEOPLE ON
"Getting involved on
campus."

ORIENTATION AND REGISTRATION

WWWBGVIEWS.COM

What are you most looking forward to about college?
"Getting away from
the parents."

h

"Intramural sports."

"Meeong new people"

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own tale on

AMYWYGANT,
Freshman.
Chemistry

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

ERIC POWERS.

CHELSEA PEOPLES.
Freshman.
Nursing

JEREMY NEWTON,
Freshman.
Chemistry. Pre-Med

a question? Give us your

Freshman.
Physical Therapy

feedback at bgviews.com.

OREG
From Page 3

thing, to know that in two years
BGSU is going to have so many
more things to offer. That is
really exciting and it's going to
be exciting to the new students
and parents as well."
Incoming freshman Alicia
Sumner and her parents have
found the orientation process
educational in the shortened
formal.
"It was really helpful, the
meetings today really explained
what my new experience is going
to be like next year," Sumner
said.
Other parents have echoed
the positive sentiments.
"1 think its been well organized, our pace has been pretty
good, and we haven't been too
busy," father of an incoming
freshman Dave Sprauersaid.
Orientation does not just benefit the incoming students, however, as orientation leaders like
Ariel Khmer have also found the
experience enriching.
"The relationships I have with
the staff are fantastic, we are
becoming a family, and I am
learning so much about Bowling
Green," orientation leader Ariel
Ehmersaid.
Serfozo believes that the most
important aspect of orientation
may be the transfer of pride to a
new generation of students.
"We really want to show them
what BGSU has to offer, the pride
we have in BGSU," Serfozo said.
"We're explaining that there's a
bright future for the university."

ANDREA FEW I THE BG NEWS

TOP LEFT: An incoming freshman experiences Frieda Falcon's eccentric behavior for the
first tinv. ?sl<ing"Frieda. why are you holding a cat?"
TOP: Bowling Green Mayor John Quinn welcomes incoming freshmen during lunch at
Orientation.
LEFT: Incoming freshman Alex Shillig of Dublin, Ohio, and his mother recieve orientation
information from senior Chrissy Daniel Shillig plans to possibly study business and came to
the University for baseball, and plans to major in business.

.•• E
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During orientation,
don't forget to sign up for Thrivology
There's nothing quite like the excitement of heading off
to college. And when your financing is covered, you can
experience college to the max. We call that Thrivology.

Thrivology is the science of
maximizing college living
If you've lined up funding but still have a gap, a private
student loan from Wells Fargo can help. We've helped
millions of students get the financing they need to thrive
and we can do the same for you.
You get:
• Generous loan limits
• No disbursement or early repayment fees
• No payments until six months after you leave school1

Get ready to thrive.
Apply online at wellsfargo.com/undergrad3u or talk to
one of our student loan specialists at 1-888-512-2647

Together well go far

^^^Pr^W^P* yf^
All loans subbed to quaunuauon.
: Maximumin adiooiptroo*appr/andwaryfat-Vom Bepaameoi beggara6sij^*K<a>9urwdfcctse

e amo Vfcfc largo Bade HA. AH right, r.

122 S. College - $950
151 Baldwin - $675
131 E. Merry - $595

LMewlove Rentals
.

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

• Available Houses
• Close to Campus

CAMPUS

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

University to hold
centennial event for alumni
ByJ*ukaH»nna
News Editor

From July 25-27, the University
will be hosting the Centennial
Alumni & Friends Weekend.
Thebiannual Alumni& Friends
Weekend started in 2008 as a way
for alumni, families and friends
to return to campus and see what
has changed since graduation.
"It's vitally important for those
alumni who are really proud
of their alma mater," Montique
Cotton Kelly, director of Alumni
Affairs, said. "Their alma mater is
changing, we have a lot of things
going on on campus, and some
folks haven't been back to campus in 50 years."
The Office of Alumni and
Development is sponsoring various events throughout the weekend, including activities for the
classes of I960,1970 and 1985.
Saturday will kick off with a Fit
for All! Fun Run/Walk, culminatingin a Centennial birthday bash

offering food and entertainment,
as well as a birthday cake for the
University.
There will also beaFalcon Flames
Vow Renewal Ceremony at Prout
Chapd on Saturday for couples who
both attended the University and
were later married. About 100 people are expected to participate
"We have a number of Falcon
Flame couples, and so we thought
this would be, in the Centennial
year, a great way for them to celebrate their vows," Cotton Kelly
said. "Many of them, myself
included, got married in Prout
Chapel, so it's kind of reminiscent
of their time when they got married, but it's also to celebrate how
far they've come."
In addition, various workshops
covering topics such as the history of the university and its future
plans will be offered throughout
the weekend.
Toregister,call(419)372-2424.A
complete schedule of events can
be found on the BGSU Alumni
and Friends website.

The Daily Crossword Fix
brought to you by

.'
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■ Fri June 25
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TAKE A PRETTY PICTURE

J

M

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
■ 6:00 - 9:00 p.m Mileti
Alumni Center Open
House
■ Sat Juris 26
■ 9:00 -10:00 a.m. Fit for
All! Fun Run/Walk event.
Student Recreation Center
■ 9:00 a.m. - noon Class of
1960 Reunion Brunch event
■ Noon - 3 :00 p.m. Class of
1970 Reunion Lunch event
■ 3:00 - 5:00 p.m. Falcon
Flames Vow Renewal. Prout
Chapel
■ 5:00 - 7:00 p.m. Class of
1985 Reunion Reception
event
■ 700 -10 p.m. Centennial
Birthday Bash, near Mileti
Alumni Center
■ Sun Jun* 27
■ 3:00 p.m. Alumni Men's
Chorus/Summer Tour Choir.
Kobacker Hall ($10 admission)
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1 Lauderdale neighbor
2 Like two peas in
3 Untamed
4 Workout wear
5 40!(k) alternative, briefly
6 Central
7 It may be Olympic-size
8 Seek ambitiously
9 Golf pros often break it
10 Upper-class rule
M
U
11 Goes for the gold
12 Common Woody Allen
4^
41 "Stronger than dirt!"
theme
4cleanser
13 Home in a tree
44 How some hotdog18 Like a bright future
ging is done
19 Clothing line?
46 "Raging Bull" boxer
24 Nick and Nora's
Jake
clue sniffer
■8
48 Top dogs
25 Manx murmur
49 ■ move on!"
27 Busboy's aid
28 Cowardly Lion player 50 Young deer
29 Evidence of Sills' skills 51 Tea cart treat
52 Watches over
30 Nabisco cracker
31 Mazda two-seater
54 Close to closed
56 Stocking problem
35 Eve's second
58 Teach not to rely on.
36 Fervor
with "from"
37 Discontinues
39 Nursery bed
59 Wrinkle remover
60
North-of-the-border
40 Soft or nard
attachment
gas
62 Hanoi holiday
63 Job's lot?
45 Indian-themed Atlantic City
64 '50s presidential
casino, with "The"
moniker
46 Star's part
47 Where to board the Maid of
the Mist tour boat
51 Horse house
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53 Final, e.g.
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Cry out loud
Pain for a sitter
Presumed evolutionary link
Bee's grandnephew
Brazilian-themed Vegas casino,
with "The"
Like the sea
City near the base of Pikes Peak
Increase by
Floral greeting
Trial
Letters that get things moving
One with a brush
National Economic Counsel
director
Saharan
Prefix with state or sect
Make eyes pop and jaws drop
Producer's dream
Rye bread seed
Gentle bear
Barber's blade
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 17 STRAIGHT

PISRN€LLO'Sg
203N.Moi„ ™«DMa,VCnV 352-5166 |
$6 50 Minimum

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

'.pisanellos.com

|^

• Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

t

VILLAGE We Deliver
•Apartments Available s
Great
* Minutes from BGSU •
Dinners.
■: Pet friendly eommunity •

APARTMENTS
SAY 'CHEESE': Incoming freshman. Chelsea Peoples, from Encjlewood, Ohio gets her picture taken for her new school ID
study nursing and is excited to start lire year lo meet new people.

f cH
Ih

Rooms equipped with
fridge & microwave
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Help Wanted
'BARTENDING1 up to S300'day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
Goodwill Industnes has immediate
opening tor a Store Manager for BG
retail location This is a FT position
offering full benefit package with paid
vacations, sick leave ans holidays.
Experience is necessary. Please
send cover letter and resume to:
626 N. Huron. Toledo. OH 43604.
ATTN: Chris Recker
or email to:
crocher@aQodwillnvvoliio.org
Please indicate store numer 5231,
position applying for. as well as,
salary requirements in cover letter
EOE

• King or 2 double beds
For Rent

For Rent

3BR"s each w/ private full baths.
& 3BR, 1 bath, both close to
campus Call 419-708-9981.

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2, M-F.
www.bgapadments.com

• Free local calls

5BR 5 person house, avail Aug 15th
Pike St, 200 yards from campus.
W/D incl. Call 419-352-5239.
5BR, 2 bath home, 617 N. Main.
avail Aug. laundry rm, kitch appl incl.
S1400/mo. call 419-722-1371.

Nice 2BR house, near campus,
new inside, energy efficient.
$750/mo Call 419-352-5882

5BR, 5 person house,
all amenilies, close to campus
August to August lease, $1100/mo.
Call 352-1584 or 353-8611

Retired teacher renting rooms in
private BG home Perfect for grad
students/professors 4 BR's. 2 firepl.
all appl. included S350/mo includes
all utilities. Call 419-352-5523.

Basement Apt. Near Campus
S350/mo, utilities included
Call 419-352-5882

Highland Management
Now leasing for 2010-2011 s.y.
1 & 2 bedroom apartments.
Call 419-354-6036. M-F, 9am -3pm
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

1 BR apts, ideal lor grad students,
and 3BR apt, all avail. NOWI
Close to campus, call 419-352-5414
1 BR apt. close to campus,
available NOW and August!
Call 419-708-9981

Shamrock Studio Apts tor lease
Semester leases, furnished
We provide all util, cable, WIFI.
Call 354-0070 or ShamrockBG.com
Subleaser wanted Aug-May.
Free cable & Wi-Fi, $177/mo ♦ elec
Call 740-502-9428 for more info

U.S. AIR FORCE

♦

For Rent
"1-5 BR houses, next to campus
Multiple tenants over 3 allowed on
lease, also 2BR apt, etf + rms. must
go, MAKE OFFER 353-0325, 9a-9p.
free internet, see CartyRentals.com

R*0*T*C

Detachment

(hW)
• Register for AER01110/2110 •
Class counts as elective credit

w

2 BR. 1 1/2 bath townhouse. laundry
hookup, garage, pet friendly, appl
incl. avail Aug Call 419-708-9981
3 BR townhouse. lease for 2010 s/y,
5th St. clean and well maintained.
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456

fl

i

* M

* Gas included •

• Hair dryer & coffee
maker available in room

EQUAL

Located at:

fflill/iMt-liCiij

HOUSING
O»*MU*"1>

300 Napoleon Road
in Rowling Green
419-352-6335

419.352.5211
ifiretfon*

|6) S. Main St -BG
419'MVUTT

www.sambs.com
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• SPACIOUS APARTMENTS
• EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES
(Full for May 1 and 2 BR only for August)

w

Two Bedroom Apartments
Available for Immediate Occupancy
We also have a large selection of
Houses and Apartments with
great locations and reasonably priced
for 2010-2011 school year.

Listings available online at www.johnnewloverealeslale.com
or ut the rental office located at:

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE. INC.
319 K. VtooMer Street. Bowling Cmn. OH
I milled \crcrss nVDI IsCO Bl'll.

RENTAL OFFICE (419) .454-2260
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"Home away from Home"
FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 for specials on deposits and rent or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
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At Reasonable Prices

-

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

SPECIAL SUMMER -fCr
RATES AVAILABLE! I=J

Right Across from BGSU!
$439.00/month

Housing Close to Campus

WCOMMITMEHTio take class'
(Scholarships available)

1 BR apl, near campus.
$475/mo, utilities included.
Call 419-352-5882.

• Free cable TV

For more information or to schedule a showing, please call the Rental Office. WE CAN HELP YOl'

10 Wednesday. June 25.2010

SEE ALL THE REST AT BGSTUDENTHOUSING.COM

119.353.5100
706 NAPOLEON ROAD
f

Find us on

Facebook

THE

ENCLAVE

